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Floor Standing
Router Table

This project has 3 pages.
This is Page 1.
Go to Page 2.
Go to Page 3.

A floor standing router
table offers two
advantages over smaller
router tables that you can
mount on your bench.
Aside from the fact that it
doesn't take up space on
the bench, it gives you
storage drawers to keep
your bits, routers, and
related accessories.

Heavy Duty Casters

The basic carcass
construction on this
router table uses dowel
joinery. The drawers, as
shown here, are joined
with dovetails, but as well
the alternative of a simple
locking groove joint is
shown.

Cut out list Floor Standing Router Table
4- 3/4 x 2 x 36-1/4 vertical posts
6- 3/4 x 2 x 16 side rails
12- 3/4 x 2 x 18-1/2 front and rear rails, and front and rear drawer frame rails
6- 3/4 x 1-1/2 x 17 drawer frame runners
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2- 1/4 x 16-1/2 x 17-3/4 side plywood
1- 1/4 x 19 x 19 plywood carcass top
2- 1/2 (or 3/4) x 5 x 18-3/8 drawer front and rear
2- 1/2 (or 3/4) x 5 x 19 drawer sides
2- 1/2 (or 3/4) x 10 x 18-3/8 drawer front and rear
2- 1/2 (or 3/4) x 10 x 19 drawer sides
2- 1/4 x 17-7/8 x 18-1/2 plywood drawer bottoms
2- 1/2 x 2 x 18-3/4 drawer guides
2- 1/2 x 1 x 17 drawer guides
1- 3/4 x 3/4 x 28 particleboard top
4- 3/4 x 1-1/2 x 30 border

Resources for building a Floor Standing Router Table
Casters | Router Bits | Drill Bits | Hand Drills | Dowel Jigs and dowels | Chisels | Clamps |
Dado Sets | Drill Presses | Glues | Measuring Tools | Miter Gauges | Routers | Sanders | Table
Saws
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Begin by getting out your stock, looking for
very straight pieces for the drawer frame
components. Since these pieces hold the
drawers and guide them as they slide in and
out, bowed parts will cause the drawers to
bind. However, if the side frame parts are
slightly bowed you will straighten them up
when the carcass gets glued up. You should,
however, be able to guarantee that all edges
are straight with a straightedge jig at the
table saw or a jointer.

Self-Centering Dowel
Jig Kit

Porter Cable 12 Volt
Battery Drill
Factory reconditionedlower price on a good
tool.

Brad Point Bits
Buy a set of 7 or
individual bits.

Photo 1- Use a dowel jig to bore holes for
dowels that join the rails to the vertical posts, as
well as for joining the drawer frames to the
vertical posts.

For a dowel jig or dowels, click here.
For hand drills, click here.
For drill bits, click here.
Bore the side frame components for 3/8" diameter dowels. Be sure to locate the dowel holes away from
the panel groove in the bottom and mid rails. Locate dowel hole centers at 5/8" and 1-1/4" from the
bottom of the bottom rail, and the same distances from the top of the mid rail. On the top rails, locate
them at 1/2" and 1-1/2" from the top. Carefully mark out the parts before boring. Use a dowel jig as in
photo 1 to bore the holes. 3/8" dowel pins purchased in hardware stores are commonly 2" long, so bore
just over 1" deep into both the rail ends and post edges.
Next bore the inside faces of the posts for the carcass rails as well as the drawer frames. For this you'll
need a dowel jig capable of reaching across a 2" width, which some won't do. You can also set up on the
drill press for these holes. Center the holes for the drawer frames along the width of the posts, and locate
those for the carcass rails at 3/8" from the edge. Set the heights of the holes for the carcass rails so that
they will be at 1/2" from the edges of the rails themselves. Bore these holes at about 9/16" deep.

Delta 12" Drill Press
For drill presses, click here.
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6" Carbide Dado Set
Economical Freud dado
set.

Cut out plywood panels for these frames at the given dimensions. Make a groove along the inside edges
of the frame parts for the plywood at the table saw. Use a dado, or make multiple cuts with your
combination blade, with the depth of cut set at 1/4". Stop the cuts along the edges of the posts so that
they do not extend above the enclosed lower section of the cabinet. Mark the posts so that you can see
where to stop the cut as it is made on the table saw, and mark the table saw so you know where the front
of the blade is. Push the part into the cut and when you see that you have pushed far enough, lift the part
off the saw. Keep your fingers away from the blade area.
For dado sets, click here.
For table saws, click here.
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Pipe Clamps
One of the most
versatile clamps,
because you can use
them with pipe of any
length.
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Photo 2- Glue
together the
side frames as
shown. Check
them for square
and adjust as
necessary.

For clamps, click here.
For glues, click here.
Before you glue up the side frames, cut a 1/4" deep x 1/4" wide rabbet
along the inside top edge of the mid rails for the plywood table to fit
within. Do the same on the inside top edges of the front and rear mid
rails, since it's the same setup. Glue up the side frames as shown in
photo 2.
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Photo 3- Join the
drawer frames with
groove and tenon
joints cut at the
table saw, then glue
them up as shown.
Install drawer
guides in the front
and rear pieces.

C-Clamps
Various different sizes.

Blue Chip Bevel Edge
Chisels
Good set of basic bench
chisels.

Construct drawer frames using a tenon and groove joint, with ½" deep
grooves in the drawer frame rails and ½" tenons on the ends of the drawer
frame runners. Such tenons can easily be made with a table saw tenoning jig
such as that shown in the Benchtop Router Table project on this site. Fit
drawer guides into the frames as shown in photo 3. You only have four
mortises to cut for the guides, so cut these by hand with a chisel. Once the
drawer frames are assembled, bore them at their corners for the dowels that
join them to the posts as shown in photo 4.
For chisels, click here.

7" Quick Release Vise

Photo 4- After the
drawer frames are
out of clamps, bore
for the dowels that
will join them to the
vertical posts in the
side frames.

Rabbeting Bits
Sets contain different
sized bearings for
different rabbet depths.

Dry clamp together the side frames with the front and rear rails, but not the
drawer frames, using 1/2" long dowels to locate the parts. Cut a 1/4" deep
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by 3/8" wide rabbet along the inside rear edge of the rear bottom rails, mid
rails and posts with a router and bearing guided rabbeting bit. This rabbet is
for the plywood back. Chisel the corners square.
For router bits, click here.

Photo 5- Glue together the
carcass with a large number of
clamps as shown. Check for
square on the top and bottom as
well as front and back.

Bessey Tradesman
Bar Clamps

Tapered Drill Bits
With Countersinks

Glue together the carcass as in photo 5. Check for square in the front and
back, as well as top and bottom. Glue and screw in place 12 corner blocks
where the carcass rails join the posts on the top, bottom and middle.
For drill bits, click here.
For hand drills, click here.
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Sure Lock Miter
Gauge
With fence and flip
stop.
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Photo 6- Set up
with your miter
gauge at the
table saw to
make groove
cuts for drawer
joinery, if you
choose this
type of joint.

6" Carbide Dado Set
Economical Freud dado
set.

For miter gauges, click here.
For dado sets, click here.

Delta Miter Jig
Rigid, precise tool.
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Photo 6BCloseup of the
drawer side
getting its
groove.

Photo 7- The
first step in
cutting the
joints on the
drawer fronts
is to make this
vertical cut on
end. Note that
you can do the
same for the
drawer rears,
or just fit them
into dadoes in
the sides that
are set 1"
ahead of the
rear end of the
sides.
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Photo 8- The
second step in
cutting the joints on
the drawer fronts is
to shorten one of
the tongues.

Freud Combination
Blade

Heavy Duty Casters

ON SALE!

ROCKLER ONLINE
SPECIALS!
See what they've got on
sale this month. Some
real deals here.

Make drawers with dovetails with your favorite jig, or use a locking groove
joint as shown in photos 6,7 and 8. Note that final dimensions for the
drawer parts you use will depend upon your choice of joinery for the
drawers. The dimensions given are for drawers with through dovetails, as
pictured. Be sure to leave enough clearance for the drawers, both in width
and height, so that they slide easily and will still do so after expanding from
humidity increases. Leave 1/16" gap in height for the upper and 1/8" for the
lower drawer. Cut grooves in the drawer sides, fronts and rears for the
drawer bottoms, and leave ½" from the drawer bottom to the lower edge of
these parts for the drawer guide. Make a groove in the drawer guide 1" wide
to fit the guides in the frames. Install the drawer guide in the drawer
bottoms with a mortise cut into the bottom edges of both the drawer front
and drawer rear. The mortise in the drawer rear goes through the whole
thickness of the part, but in the front it only goes half way so it isn’t visible.
I installed fixed rollers on the bottom of the cabinet, rather than the swivel
type, because the latter will move as you push work through the table. Fixed
rollers will move too, but in one direction only, and their movement can be
halted altogether by wedging a scrap of plywood under them before you
start using the table. Or, put the rear rollers at 90o to the front ones. Then, to
move the table, tilt it onto either the front or rear rollers depending on
which way you want to move the unit. When sitting on all four it won’t roll.
For casters, click here.
For the table itself you can make a laminated top as described in the
Benchtop Router Table project on this site, or use 3/4" surfaced
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particleboard as I did. Particleboard is very flat and stable making it a good
choice here, but it chips and flakes easily so you need to make provisions
for this. Melamine is a brand name for a particleboard used by
cabinetmakers that is surfaced with thin white laminate. Call a cabinet shop
and ask if they'll sell you a piece so you don't have to buy a whole sheet. A
second alternative is to use unsurfaced particleboard and glue laminate to it
with contact cement.

Photo 9- Glue and
screw a wood
border to the
particleboard top.
Miter the ends, and
cut a shallow rabbet
in the border to help
locate it flush with
the top of the table.

Cut out the top and border it with solid wood as in photo 9. Cut a rabbet in
the border stock to locate it flush with the table top, miter the ends and
screw it to the edge with long screws that will go deep in the particleboard.
Follow the instructions in the project on this site titled Mounting A Router
In A Table for installing your router in the top, with one addition; screw
pieces of solid wood on the under side of the top around the hole for the
router. Screw the clear plastic plates through the particleboard and into the
solid wood. Particleboard is a joke for taking screws that will be
occasionally replaced or stressed very much. But particleboard is stable and
inexpensive.
Attach the top to the rear rail of the cabinet with hinges so that you can lift
the top to adjust the router depth setting. Again, screw solid wood to the
particleboard for the hinges to mount to.

Resources for building a Floor Standing Router
Table
Casters | Router Bits | Drill Bits | Hand Drills | Dowel Jigs and dowels |
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Chisels | Clamps | Dado Sets | Drill Presses | Glues | Measuring Tools |
Miter Gauges | Routers | Sanders | Table Saws
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Welcome to

Jeff Greef Woodworking
Furniture and home improvement project plans for
the hobbyist woodworker and do-it-yourselfer.

BookmarkThis Page

40 Free Project Plans Cut lists, in-progress photos, dimensioned
drawings, clear text and alternative techniques for building projects from easy to
difficult in these categories:
Furniture | Boxes | Shop Projects | Home Improvement | Techniques

New Projects not really so recently added:

This cabinet is for sale.

Tell Your Friends
about this page. Click
here to send an email.
Thank You!

Building A Gate- Sturdy and long lasting.
Tansu- Dovetails with a router jig.
Bandsawn Boxes- Hollowing out large chunks.
Oriental Box of Drawers- Exposed mortises and tenons.
Traditional Workbench- Big and solid.

Printed Plans By Mail Over 130 projects in categories:
Furniture | Kid Stuff | Outdoor | Boxes | Chests | Shop

Downloadable Plans in PDF Format Over 150 projects (some
available in print by mail) in categories:
Furniture | Shop | Outdoor | Home Imprv. | Kid Stuff | Small Proj.

Project Plan Books Over 300 books in categories:
Furniture | Boxes | Carving | Home Improvement
Outdoor Projects | Scroll Saw Patterns | Shop | Toys

Links These carefully indexed links to other woodworking sites are chosen
SOLELY for their interest and relevance to hobbyist woodworkers.
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Newsletters Keep informed by email of new projects etc.
-The Absurdist Woodworker This curious publication is edited by
Heironymous Quentin Barnbuster III, who purports to be one of America's
foremost woodworkers. But most people think he's one of America's foremost
buffoons. You decide. One way or the other, it's good for a laugh. Jeff Greef
Woodworking makes NO ASSERTIONS about the validity of anything
Barnbuster says. Read at your own risk.
To see Barnbuster's home page and back issues, click here.
To subscribe, enter your email address below. Your email address will NOT
be given to anyone else. This list is strictly opt-in.
To unsubscribe, click here. Don't enter your address below.

Email Address

Sign Me Up

-The JG Wood News A straightforward and brief reminder of new
projects on Jeff Greef Woodworking, as well as good web site recommendations,
woodworking tips and other useful info.
To subscribe, enter your email address below. Your email address will NOT
be given to anyone else. This list is strictly opt-in.
To unsubscribe, click here. Don't enter your address below.

Email Address

Sign Me Up

Tool Store A quick and easy way to locate the tools you need in your shop.
Book Store Books chosen for their interest to hobbyist woodworkers.
Interviews Insights from some very accomplished and interesting
woodworking experts.

Guestbook and Chat See what others are saying about the site and add
your two cents! It's in real time so you can chat with someone else if they are
online with you.

Contact You people say such nice things! Looking for specific project plans?
Go to the links page.
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Jeff Greef Woodworking
Project plans for woodworkers
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Free Plans Pages
Boxes | Furniture | Home Impr. | Shop | Techniques
To see other types of plans on this site, go to:
Print Plans by Mail or Downloadable Plans or Project Plan
Books

Shop Projects

Welcome! Here are a variety of shop projects and techniques available to you at no cost, as well as printed plans
available by mail. You may print out the free ones, but only for the purpose of building the project yourself. All
of these pages are formatted to print in a reasonably efficient manner from your browser. If you wish, limit your
print to just the first few pages to print just the drawings and cut list, then take them into your shop. Or print out
the whole file. You are free to use these pages to build your own projects but you may not reproduce, distibute or
sell them or their contents in any way without my prior permission.

See Listings Of:
Printed Mail Order Shop Project Plans
Digital Download Shop Project Plans
Shop Project Plans Books

Free Plans
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Benchtop Router
Table

Mounting A Router
In A Table Top

Simple yet sturdy router
table.

Instructions for mounting
a router in a router table
or other surface.

Floor Standing Router
Table
Larger router table with
storage drawers.

Router Table Fence
Allows precision
adjustment of the distance from fence to bit.

Traditional
Workbench
Stack laminate standard stock to make parts for a
solid bench.

Wooden Vises
Instructions for two vises,
and tail and front vise.
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Mounting
a Router
in a
Bench or
Table Top
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Jewelry Chest
Order Print Plans
Click photo for details.
More printed plans.

Porter Cable 693
Plunge Router
Interchange motor with
any PC690.

You can make a router table from any bench or table top by installing a router base into
the surface. The method for doing so is the same whether you are applying it to an
existing bench or building a new router table. A great advantage to making a bench top
into a router table is the size of the bench top itself. It's hard to run long pieces on a small
router table, but easy if the bit protrudes through the middle of a long bench. The
disadvantages are that you now have a big hole in your bench, you can't use the router if
the bench is being used otherwise, and you can't attach a fence without cutting more holes
in the bench top for C-clamps to stick through. Life is full of compromises.
There are two basic approaches to mounting a router into any table. The first is to simply
cut a 1 or 1-1/2" hole in the table, and fix a router base beneath it. This will work well for
certain operations, but limits the capabilities of your setups for the following reasons.
First, because the base is below the table top by the thickness of the top itself, the height
adjustment of your router is reduced by the thickness of the top. Secondly, you may
sometimes want a larger hole for bigger router bits. But, you'll want a smaller hole when
you use smaller bits so your parts don't dip into a gaping chasm in the top.
Solution- mount the router base onto a 1/4" clear plastic plate, and fit that plate into the
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table in a rabbet. This brings the router base as close as possible to the table top,
maximizing its height adjustment distance. And, you can make two or three different
plastic plates with different sized central holes for use with different sized router bits.

Portable
Benchtop Saw
Station
Download Digital
Plans Immediately

Begin the procedure by cutting a hole in the center of your router table, or in your table
top, for the router base to fit within. Make this hole just large enough for the base to fit
through, and remember that the handles on most router bases will unscrew to come out of
the way. Cut the hole using a plunge router and a 3/8" or larger straight flute bit. Clamp
four fences onto the top as in photo 1 for the edge of the plunge router base to butt
against. Measure carefully the distance from the bit to the edge of the plunge router base,
and locate the fences that distance from where you want the edge of the hole to be.

Click photo for details.
More digital plans.

Photo 1- Cut a hole in your
router table top using a plunge
router and a straight flute bit.
Clamp fences around the hole to
limit the travel of the router.

If you need clamps, click here.
If you need router bits, click here

Straight Flute Bits
Individual bits in
various sizes

Bessey Tradesman
Bar Clamps

Make the cut in stages. First set the plunge router to cut at a depth of 1/4 to 3/8", and cut
at this setting all around the perimeter of the hole. Also cut inside the outer perimeter
another 1/2" or so to make clearance for the bit as it gets deeper. Then drop the setting
another 1/4 to 3/8", and cut again. Continue until your plunge setting cuts through the
top. But- don't cut the central waste chunk free with the router, because it could get
caught by the bit and thrown. Cut around 90% of its perimeter, then turn off and remove
the router, knock the chunk free with a hammer, then use the router again to clean up
what's left.
Now move the four fences 1/2" away from the hole. Check that adjacent fences are all at
90o to each other. Set the plunge router to cut at a depth equal to the thickness of the
plastic plate that you use. This depth setting is critical because you want the plastic plate
to rest flush with the top of the surrounding table. Make test cuts using a small piece of
the plastic to test the depth as in photo 2. If you happen to cut it too deep, you can shim
up the plastic with masking tape, but if it is not deep enough your parts will hit the lip of
the plastic whenever you use the table.
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Photo 2- Reset the fences 1/2"
behind their first position to cut a
rabbet for plastic plates that will
hold the router base in place.
Carefully adjust the depth of the
rabbet to match the thickness of
the plastic plates.

Bench Planes
Tune-Up

Download Digital
Plans Immediately
Click photo for details.
More digital plans.

Square up the corners of the rabbet for the plastic using a chisel. Cut out several squares
of plastic that fit with little or no gap between themselves and the table. Remove the
stock plastic base from your router base, and center it on one of the plastic plates. Mark
the location of the screw holes that fix the stock plastic base to the router base itself, and
mark the center of the base on the plastic plate.

C-Clamps
Various different sizes.

I suggest that you bore these holes on a drill press, because plastic cuts differently than
wood and can grab a twist bit as it comes through the cut. A Forstner bit is best for boring
the large central hole, though a spade bit will do it. Firmly clamp the plastic in the drill
press, and set it on a wood substrate for the bit to go into after the cut is made.
Countersink the screw holes so the screw heads will be below the top surface.
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About | Safety
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Jorgensen Hand
Screws
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